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Section - A

1. Answerall parts.Allparts carry equal marks.Write answer

ofeach part in short. (5x2:10)

a) Differentiate system software and application

software

b) Whatis e-waste?

c) Write an algorithm for leap year.

d) What is user defined datatYPe?

e) Write basic concePts of OOPS?

Section - B

Note: Attempt any five questions from this section.
(5x8=40)

Convertthe following

a) (101011)r: ( ? ),,

b) (724)8: (? )'
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

RCA.IO1
c) (29.8)ro: (? ),u

d) (9AF)16 : (? )'
Write about digital computers in detail. Draw and explain
digital computer system architecture.

How do you define the term big data? How it is different
from structureddata?

Write a short note on the following:

a) MachineLanguage.

b) Assembler

c) Compiler

d) Linker and loader

What is meant by language standar dization? Explain
attributes of good language.

Define the concept of looping. How it is different from
condition checking?

For an elementary data type in a programming language,
do the following.

a) Describe the set of values that dataobjects of that
type may contain.

b) Determine the storage representation for values of
thattype.

c) Define the declarations that can be used for
constants ofthat type.

d) Differentiate assignment and initialization,
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g. Define the concept of abstra ct datafypes. Does abstract
data types different from the process of abstraction in
object oriented programming languages?

Section - C

Note : Attempt any two questions from this section.
(2x10=20)

10. What is an operating system? What are the functions of
an OS?Also differentiate UNIX and TINUX OS.

11. Explain the different layers in could computing. AIso
mention the name of some large could providers and
databases.

12. What are classes and objects? Explain Encapsulation and
.Inheritance with suitable examples.
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